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Grants help NC
entrepreneurs
get off ground
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Two Charlotte-based organizations received grant
funding from NC IDEA and the North Carolina Black
Entrepreneurship Council.
The NC BEC ECOSYTEM grants were awarded to
eight North Carolina organizations to enhance Black
entrepreneurship in North Carolina (there were 140
applicants). Over $360,000 was provided in funding,
with $50,000 going to ASPIRE Community Capital
and $50,000 to City Startup Labs. Grants must be allocated to projects serving Black entrepreneurs.
“Under the leadership of the NC Black Entrepreneurship Council and just months after its formation, our call to fund organizations supporting more
Black people in their ambition to start and scale
growth-oriented companies drew an incredible response,” Thom Ruhe, CEO and president of NC IDEA said in a
statement. “Equitable entrepreOn The Net
neurship is vital to our ecohttps://aspirenomic recovery. Partnering
communitycapital.org/
with these eight worthy reciphttps://www.city
ients, creates greater opportustartuplabs.com/ nity to economically empower
Black people with entrepreneurship, and collectively work to combat inequalities that perpetuate racial imbalances.”
Manuel Campbell founded ASPIRE Community
Capital in 2016. He was inspired by his parents, both
of whom are entrepreneurs. Campbell studied their
experiences and challenges, specifically with regards
to launching their businesses, the capacity to expand
and the lack of resources available to them. He knew
he wanted to give back and provide entrepreneurs
Please see GRANTS |2B

Make preparations
to handle financial
emergencies
FAMILY FEATURES

The new year provides an opportunity to re-evaluate different aspects of your life, and that includes
your budget and savings habits.
Planning for emergencies by building – or rebuilding if the COVID-19 pandemic required making a
withdrawal – a savings account to withstand the unforeseen can increase confidence in your overall financial health and reduce worry that a significant life
event will negatively impact your finances.
“Our research shows having emergency savings is
the foundation for long-term financial health,” said
Chandni Ohri, program lead in savings and financial
health with BlackRock’s Emergency Savings Initiative. “The start of a new year is a good time to make
a savings plan, which can consist of putting a little
bit of money away regularly.”
Even before the pandemic began, 4 out of 10 Americans had a hard time finding even $400 to cover an
emergency, according to a report from the United
States Federal Reserve. However, if you don’t think
you have money to save, consider the majority of
people who were able to save for an emergency for
the first time in 2020 earned less than $60,000, according to research from BlackRock’s Emergency
Savings Initiative, a group of nonprofit experts, corporate partners, and providers.
Changes in spending due to the pandemic plus
government stimulus packages helped many individuals create much-needed cash buffers.
Consider these tips to build your emergency savings account and create a buffer of cash for when
emergency strikes.
Start a savings habit
While it’s less important to have a specific dollar
amount in mind, getting into the habit of putting
some money in savings with each paycheck can help
protect you should an emergency arise.
While one good rule of thumb is to set aside
enough to cover roughly six weeks of living expenses
– housing, food, transportation – take a look at what
it would cost to cover unexpected issues with your
car, a trip to the hospital, a leak in your home or the
replacement of a major appliance and start there.
Even a small amount, such as $50 in your savings
account when it’s the day before payday and you’re
running on fumes, can save you from an overdraft
fee, having to resort to using a credit card, borrowing
from a loved one or taking out a loan. However, rePlease see TAKE TIME | 2B
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Jouelzy launched #SmartBrownGirl Book Club to make reading accessible.

Book club puts reading
into casual conversation
YouTuber Jouelzy forms #SmartBrownGirl to open dialogue
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Jouelzy launched #SmartBrownGirl Book Club to foster a community and make reading
accessible.
The Charlotte based YouTuber
explores history and pop culture
in her videos. Viewers often asked
about the books she read or how
she reached her conclusion on a
given subject. Jouelzy found the
books she read were best digested
through dialogue with people
reading the same work.
“The books have always been
there to read,” Jouelzy said.
“There is a reason why people
have not been reading them.”
Amid the Black Lives Matter
movement, people have been
seeking anti-racist books.
“A lot of them are written in academic language and syntax,”

Jouelzy said. “Both the language
and the sentence structure are not
accessible to a general audience
and they are meant to be read as a
collective, where you have this
dialogue in order to really comprehend the book.”
While Jouelzy founded the club
in December 2019, the significance of its mission has been
heightened in 2020.
“The focus of SBG is to make
reading accessible and to also
counter the disinformation and
misinformation that has been targeted at the Black community online,” she said.
SBG has an international audience, but with much of the team
based in Charlotte, they’re looking
to expand its local footprint. They
secured a $4,800 Arts & Science
Council grant to create a digital
teen reading series for high school

students in Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools. The series provides
syllabi of foundational Black literature to CMS teachers for December through February for one
book each month, as well as the
option of a fourth book. Syllabi
were constructed by
SBG’s syllabi cohort, which con- On The Net
sists of over 20
www.smartBlack
women browngirl.com
with postgradu- /teen-seriesate degrees. “Paraclt
ble of the Sower” by
Octavia Butler was selected for December. “Homegoing” by Yaa Gyasi is set for
January, followed by Toni Morrison’s “Sula” in February. Gloria
Naylor’s “The Women of Brewster
Place” is also on the reading list.
Books are provided in a PDF forPlease see BOOK CLUB| 2B

Resolve to achieve healthy sleep in 2021
BRANDPOINT

According to a recent
survey from the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine, 85% of U.S. adults do
not get the recommended
seven hours or more of
sleep every night.
After a challenging and
stressful year, the New
Year provides Americans
with the opportunity to refocus on the importance of
making healthy sleep a priority.
“Our survey findings
show a worrying trend of
national sleep deprivation,” said AASM president
Dr. Kannan Ramar. “Insuf-

ficient sleep contributes to
the risk for several of
today’s public health epidemics, including cardiovascular disease, diabetes
and obesity. As such, it is
critical that we incorporate
healthy sleep habits and
routines into our daily lives
to be our best in 2021.”
Why should we make
healthy sleep a New Year's
resolution?
The AASM recommends
that adults sleep at least
seven hours each night to
promote optimal health
and well-being. In the same
survey, slightly more than
one-third (34%) of Ameri-

BRANDPOINT

Resolve to get more restful sleep, which is better for your health.
cans said they sleep for from the Centers for Disseven or more hours only ease Control and Preventwo nights - or fewer - each tion. Regularly sleeping
week, in line with findings
Please see RESOLVE | 2B

How a ‘buy now pay later’ strategy can stretch your dollars
BRANDPOINT

You’ve probably wondered about it – various retailers and apps offering
consumers the opportunity to “buy now and pay
later.”
It's easy to confuse buy
now pay later plans with
using a credit card or layaway plan.
While finances are tight
for many, especially during and after the holidays,
it's good to know what
plans would work best for
your situation, without
getting you into financial
difficulties down the road.

The credit card trap
When cash is in short
supply, especially if you
are a recent grad or if
you're between jobs, it's all
too easy to max out your
credit cards when buying
holiday gifts or necessary
expenses, from gas for
your car to medical bills.
But even if you have reasonably good credit and a
generous credit limit on a
card, relying too heavily on
this payment method can
lead to financial difficulties
in the future.
Even if your credit card
charges interest that is not

too high, any amount adds
up over time, especially if
you can’t pay off the balance.
And even worse – if you
miss a payment, that can
not only lead to fees but
will also harm your credit
score, making it hard to
borrow later if you need a
car or bank loan.
Especially for anyone still
paying down student
loans, the lure of credit
cards has definitely lost its
luster – which is a good
thing, in the long run.
The old-fashioned layaway plan

In your parents’ or grandparents’ day, layaway was
a common method for saving up for large expenses,
like appliances. But the
catch was, you couldn’t
take home the item until
the total amount was paid
off at the retailer.
It was a great way for
people to save up for later
purchases, making sure
they didn’t overextend
their credit. But for today’s
financial challenges, a plan
like this does not help
much. The layaway plan
BRANDPOINT
has evolved to fit our curPlease see BUY| 2B Buy now pay later is an update on the old school layaway plan.
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Book club puts reading
into casual conversation
Continued from page 1B
mat.
“We create syllabi for all the books
we read,” Jouelzy said. “I know when
people typically think of syllabus,
they think of the packet of paper they
get at each semester that just lists everything you are going to read. Our
syllabi [are] actually a reading guide.
It has a historiographical component

to it. We include the author history,
the book history, motifs, themes,
word definitions, and then we have
questions to really help the reader
with what they are reading. Then we
do live discussions.
“We do about three-four live discussions for each book so you can, again,
really engage with the audience and
help them.”
GETTY IMAGES

Savings – even on a small scale – can build up funds to handle a financial emergency.

Grants help entrepreneurs Take time to make preparations
of color get off the ground for handle financial emergencies
Continued from page 1B
like his parents with resources he wished had
been available to them.
“Our mission is around
radically
transforming
lives and communities
through small business
ownership,”
Campbell
said. “We do that through a
three-prong approach. Our
community
business
academy, which is a 12week business training
course that focuses on developing business acumen
and to develop successful
business practices of our
participants. Once our participants complete the
community
business
academy, they then participate in our business accelerator services program.
They receive one-on-one
coaching, where we really
emphasize the application
of a lot of the techniques
and strategies that they
learned in our community
business academy and
help them apply them to
their respective business.”
ASPIRE Community Capital also provides experts
and additional resources.
The NC BEC ECOSYSTEM
grant will support all of
their programs, but it will
also allow them to launch
their Access to Capital program in the first quarter of
2021. Program participants
will have access to microloans ranging from $2,500$10,000.
“We not only envision
being an organization that
can provide training, and
also coaching, but just as
importantly we want to be
a resource for access to
capital,” Campbell said.
Henry Rock founded City

Startup Labs in 2014, initially focusing on millennial Black men. The
two-year pilot was in collaboration with the Urban
League of the Central Carolinas. Then CSL moved to
UNC Charlotte, where the
Center of Excellence for Entrepreneurial Competency,
Innovation and Leadership
was established. They also
expanded the pilot program to include women in
2017 and the previously
incarcerated in 2018. The
ReEntry Entrepreneurship
Program has become a
point of emphasis, helping
returning citizens rebuild
their lives through career
opportunities. The pilot resulted in a new CSL model
called “Learn/Earn/Build.”
“It’s really about accelerating folks through an
entrepreneurial and ontrend skills training, and
then apprenticing them in
those skills, and then having them build either a job
for themselves as a solopreneur or independent
contractor, building scalable enterprise, if they are
ambitious enough to do
that, or build a new career
starting off as an entry
level employee, utilizing
that skill they have been
developing,” Rock said.
The goal for 2020 was to
develop digital technology
service skills, and by extension, addressing Charlotte’s digital divide.
“Think of it like a geek
squad in the hood,” Rock
said.
CARES Act funding from
the COVID-19 response
fund allowed CSL to pivot,
giving the organization
$50,000 to provide return-

ing citizens with entrepreneurship education and
design and development
training. They would be
trained as digital navigators—troubleshooters
who provide basic helpdesk assistance. CSL also
worked with Access Charlotte, a city initiative to install public WiFi, to deploy
a team to work with Open
Broadband, the company
responsible for installation.
“We were able to nevertheless get folks involved
in this digital tech space,
not in an entrepreneurial
sense, but more in a workforce
development
manner,” Rock said.
The NC BEC ECOSYTEM
grant will help CSL expand
on REEP, taking it from
pilot mode to a robust program. The founders intend
to bring on someone in a
programmatic role.
“We want to make sure
that the emphasis is on ontrend skills, because a lot
of returning citizens are
desperate for work, and
they end up working in,
relatively speaking, deadend jobs,” Rock said. “Jobs
that really don’t provide a
future for them. They may
be working, but tomorrow
is not promised in terms of
that job and they are not
necessarily learning skills
that are going to be in demand. We want to make
sure the work we are doing
with them points them in
that direction, and also
offers them the opportunity to exercise their enterprising selves however
they might want to do
that.”

Resolve to achieve healthier
sleep activity in the new year
Continued from page 1B

less than seven hours per
day is associated with an
increased risk of developing chronic conditions
such as obesity, diabetes,
high blood pressure, heart
disease,
stroke
and
frequent mental distress.
Resolve to make 365 days
of healthy sleep your goal
for 2021 by keeping in
mind its extensive benefits:
• Sleep makes you
healthier - Without good
sleep, both mental and
physical health suffer
greatly, putting Americans
at an increased risk of
chronic disease.
• Sleep makes you happier - Sleep has a positive
effect on mood and overall
sense of well-being and can
improve relationships with
others.
• Sleep makes you
smarter - Getting the right
amount of sleep is conducive to learning, memory recall, creativity and
cognitive function.
What is inhibiting us
from achieving the recommended seven hours of
sleep?
Despite evidence showing the importance of
adequate sleep, it often can
take a back seat to other
behaviors we find important. According to the
AASM's July 2020 survey, a
vast majority (68%) of U.S.

adults lose sleep due to calculator.
• Establish a bedtime and
drinking alcohol past bedtime. Americans also re- waketime routine - Conport staying up past their sider developing a nightly
bedtime to binge-watch a routine that evokes calm
TV show or stream a video and relaxation, which may
series (88%), read a book include reading, journaling
(66%), watch a sporting or meditating. Even for
event (58%) and play video those working remotely,
allow ample time to wake,
games (50%).
How has the pandemic reflect and prepare for the
day ahead.
impacted sleep?
With a change in daily
• Ensure the bedroom is
routines, the COVID-19 a space for sleep - Limit
pandemic is also disrupt- noise and distractions by
ing sleep for Americans. making your bedroom
According to the AASM sur- quiet, dark and a little bit
vey, one in five Americans cool - and only use the bed
(22%) are sleeping worse for sleeping, not watching
due to the pandemic, and TV or reading.
• Set boundaries for blue
19% are getting less nightly
sleep.
light exposure - Consider
setting a technology cur"Despite the fact that
many Americans are
few by turning off
no longer commut- On The Net your TV and other
ing to and from
electronic devices
sleepeduca30 minutes to an
work, it is paration.org
hour before bedmount to establish
time. Silence your
and maintain mornnotifications
and
ing and bedtime ritcharge your devices
uals, such as getting up
and going to bed at regular away from your bed so you
times to achieve adequate are not tempted to look at
social media or news
sleep," added Ramar.
What are some tips to alerts.
• Limit alcohol, caffeine
kick off the New Year with
and large meals before bed
healthy sleep?
• Obtain adequate sleep - - Avoid consuming caffeine
Set a bedtime that allows after lunch and avoid alcoyou to get enough sleep so hol near bedtime, as both
you wake up feeling re- can disrupt sleep. If hunfreshed and alert. Identify gry after dinner, keep
an appropriate bedtime for snacks small, sugar-free
your age and lifestyle and easily digestible so as
using the AASM bedtime to not disrupt sleep.

Follow us:

Continued from page 1B
search from the AARP Public Policy Institute found
having a cash buffer of approximately $2,500 can
help prevent financial
hardship over the longer
term. If you lose your job,
for example, your emergency account could help
pay for necessities while
you find a new position, or
the funds could supplement any unemployment
benefits you may receive.
Automate your savings
Because an emergency
can strike at any time, it’s
important to have easy access to your funds. However, the account should
also be separate from your
checking account so you’re
not tempted to dip into
your reserves. Pick a free
savings account with no
minimum balance requirements and link it to your
everyday
account
to
quickly move money over
if you need it.
Look for ways you can
automatically save such as
enabling roundups from
your checking account to
be transferred to your savings with each purchase or
having your employer split
your paycheck and automatically deposit a portion
into savings each payday.
If you’re planning to
stash funds away for
months or years that can
serve as both an emergency fund and long-term
savings, consider a highyield savings account.
Look for ways to cut back
While you may have already made changes to
your spending habits amid
the pandemic, periodically
shopping for competitive

rates of recurring bills,
such as cable and internet,
cell phones insurance policies and other utilities, can
be a simple way to save
some money each month.
Start by asking your current providers about any
special rates and promotions that may be available
to loyal customers then
check with alternative providers to see if they can
provide the same or better
offerings at a reduced cost.
Sometimes returning to
your current provider with
a more competitive rate
from elsewhere can be
extra incentive to work out
a deal to keep a longtime
customer.
Also look at any subscription services you use,
or potentially don’t but still
pay for, and see if they
offer a cheaper plan that
still meets your needs or if
you’re able to cancel subscriptions you no longer
use frequently. Other expenses such as dining out
or buying new clothing and
accessories could also be
scaled back if you find
you’re splurging too much.
Avoid completely cutting
spending for leisure activities from your budget but
look for reasonable tweaks
that can allow you to set
more money aside for unforeseen expenses.
Take advantage of onetime opportunities
Assuming you expect to
receive a tax refund, this
provides an easy way to
boost your emergency
fund if circumstances
allow you to save all or a
portion of the return.
If you’re able, consider
having your refund di-

rectly deposited in your
emergency account. The
same strategies can be applied to any government
aid checks you may receive, such as a second
round of stimulus money
that could be distributed to
eligible citizens in 2021 to
help reinvigorate the economy amid the COVID-19
pandemic.
There may also be other
times throughout the year
when you receive one or
more cash gifts, like your
birthday or holidays, that
can help provide a nice
cushion to your emergency
fund if you can avoid the
temptation to spend it.
Replenish what you use
Remember to review and
adjust your savings plan as
needed, whether you’re
able to contribute over a
longer period of time without dipping into the account or if an expensive
life event pops up that requires using all or a portion of the funds.
Should you need to dip
into the savings, do your
best to make replenishing
the account to a level
you’re comfortable
On The Net
with a prisavingspromary goal
ject.org
in
case
any
additional unexpected
expenses arise. Alternatively, if your saving is
going well, consider increasing the amount you’re
saving each paycheck so
you’re better protected
against any major life
changes or able to finance
a large-scale purchase
down the road.

Buy now, pay later strategies
Continued from page 1B

rent needs, and buy now,
pay later has revolutionized the way we purchase like getting the item right
away instead of waiting to
receive it once it's paid off.
Buy now, pay later
Enter a new way to make
purchases now and pay for
it over time without exorbitant interest and fees later.
For example, with Quadpay, you can make purchases without needing to
go through a hard credit
check that could affect
your credit score. Their
app divides your purchase
into four payments over a
six-week period, and withdrawals for each payment
are set up to be automatically charged to the bank
account you provide, so
you won't have to worry
about missing a payment and there's no interest and
no hidden fees. The first
payment is made at the
time of purchase.
With Quadpay, you can
use buy now, pay later to
shop anywhere, for anything - whether online or
in-store. After downloading the app you can browse
any store online or just add
a Quadpay card to your
digital wallet to conveniently pay in-store. The
app even sends helpful reminders of upcoming payments via text message.
Using BNPL
beyond gifts
Apart from buying others
(or yourself) items you
want, you can also use the

Quadpay app to pay for
medical bills, prescriptions, utilities and other
necessary expenses - even
parking tickets.
"We created Quadpay to
provide consumers savvier
ways to pay and greater access to financial flexibility,
believing the traditional
credit model was broken,"
said Adam Ezra, Co-CEO of
Quadpay. "While a FICO
score alone may make
sense for car loan eligibility, we've proven it's not
the case for smaller purchases."
Another bonus? If you're
shopping in-store, you can
touch and go to pay with
the app for safer, contactless shopping.
Tips for using buy now,
pay later
1. Download the Quadpay app, and make sure
you've added a Quadpay
card to your digital wallet,

for easy tap-to-pay in-store
capabilities through your
digital wallet.
2. When shopping online,
purchase goods from any
retailer through the Quadpay app to easily split payments.
3. Keep track of how
much you're spending and
how it's being divided over
the next six weeks, so
you're not overreaching
your expected income during that period.
Using buy now, pay later,
you can spread out payments over time to help
you manage your finances
smartly when money is
tight, and avoid being late
on crucial payments when
you're between paychecks.
Download the app from
the Apple App Store or
Google Play - or visit Quadpay.com to learn more.
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BRANDPOINT

Roasted portobello mushrooms with beets and goat cheese can be prepared in a half hour with
eight ingredients.

Add roasted mushrooms,
beets to snacking menu
BRANDPOINT

Mix up your snacking
habits with a more nutritious option to serve ahead
of a meal or on its own.
These roasted portobello
mushrooms with beets and
goat cheese are ready in
just half an hour with only
eight ingredients, allowing
you to dish up a flavorful
bite without going overboard in the kitchen. Find
more recipes at senecafoods.com.
Roasted Portobello Mushrooms with Beets and Goat
Cheese
1 jar (16 ounces) Aunt
Nellie's Whole Pickled
Beets

4 large portobello mushrooms (about 1 pound)
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly
ground black pepper
1/2 cup fresh bread
crumbs, such as sourdough or whole wheat. (See
note below)
1/4 cup sliced green
onions or chopped chives
1/4 cup
coarsely
chopped walnuts, toasted
1/2 cup (2 ounces) crumbled goat cheese
Heat oven to 400 degrees
F.
Drain beets. Coarsely
chop 1/2 cup beets.
Trim stems flat and remove gills from mushroom

caps using a spoon. Place
caps, rounded side down,
on foil-lined baking sheet;
season with salt and
pepper.
In medium bowl, combine chopped beets, bread
crumbs, green onions and
walnuts. Spoon mixture
into caps and top with goat
cheese.
Bake 12 to 15 minutes or
until heated through and
mushrooms are tender.
Note: Using a food processor, pulse a few pieces
of sour dough or wheat
bread several times until
finely crumbled.

Coronavirus pandemic
has increased US plastic
consumption rates
BRANDPOINT

Safe winter driving starts with tires that can help you negotiate treacherous conditions.

Safe winter driving starting
with four tire operation tips
Even the most experienced drivers can encounter challenges when
driving on slick roads
caused by ice and snow or
dealing with the impact of
colder temperatures during the winter months.
In
fact,
inclement
weather and sloppy road
conditions are a factor in
nearly half a million
crashes each winter, according to research by the
AAA Foundation for Traffic
Safety.
Being safe on the road
begins before you even
slide into the driver’s seat.
When the temperature
drops, it’s important to pay
special attention to your
vehicle’s well-being, including checking the battery, wipers, coolant and
other systems. One of your
vehicle’s most important
safety and performance
features that should not be
overlooked as winter
weather sets in is its tires,
which are the only direct
link to the road below.
Consider these tips from
the experts at Discount
Tire to help ensure your
tires are ready for winter.
Maintain proper pressure
The air inside your tires
supports the weight of
your car, and as the outdoor temperature drops,
so does your tire pressure.
For every 10-degree drop

Reducing plastic waste at home, like over-reliance on chemical cleaning solutions can help eliminate consumption rates.

Here’s how you can help reduce waste

GETTY IMAGES

FAMILY FEATURES

BRANDPOINT

in ambient temperature,
your tires can lose about 1
pound per square inch (PSI)
of pressure. Keep a tire
pressure gauge in your vehicle and check your tires
at least once a month to
ensure they are filled to the
vehicle manufacturer’s recommended inflation level,
which can be found in the
instruction manual or inside the driver’s door. Also,
if your vehicle has a spare
tire, remember to check its
inflation level as well, as it
may be different.
Many cars may have
been sitting idle due to the
pandemic. Activities being
cancelled, working from
home and more frequent
dining in have kept more
cars off the roads than
usual. However, just because you haven’t been
driving doesn’t mean your
tires have stayed the same.
Tires can still lose air pressure, around 1-2 PSI per
month, even if they aren’t
being used. Some tires may
also vibrate after sitting for
a while. These concerns
can be solved with a quick
tire checkup.
Check your tread
Tread depth helps determine a vehicle’s safe stopping distance. You can
check your tires’ tread
depth by sticking a penny
upside-down in one of the
grooves. If President Lincoln’s entire head is visible, it’s time to replace

your tires to ensure you’re
able to stop in time in conditions that typically accompany
the
winter
months.
Invest in winter tires
In extreme cold, the tread
rubber of all-season or
summer tires can stiffen
and lose the ability to provide sufficient traction.
Winter tires are made from
softer rubber to maintain
pliability, and the tread design features thousands of
extra traction edges for
added grip. If you regularly
drive in temperatures of 45
F – the same temperature
at which you can begin to
see your breath – or below,
replacing all four tires with
winter tires can help provide more control and deliver as much as a 25-50%
increase in traction over
all-season tires, which
could be the margin you
need to stop in time or turn
to avoid trouble.
Rotate often
To increase tread life, rotate your tires every 6,000
miles, or earlier if irregular
or uneven wear develops.
One easy way to remember
is to have your tires rotated
every other time you have
your oil changed.
As you prepare your vehicle for safe winter travel,
visit DiscountTire.com for
more tips, a personalized
tire guide and to find a location near you.

For the latest news
affecting the African- thecharlottepost.com
American community

The COVID-19 pandemic
has increased the consumption of single-use
plastic as disposable mask
and glove usage has skyrocketed.
Additionally, many businesses have eliminated the
option to use reusable
shopping bags at a store or
to bring your own mug to a
coffee shop.
These measures are important to help stop the
spread of the virus but
there are simple steps to
take to help reduce your
single-use plastic consumption and achieve a
more sustainable way of
living, even during the coronavirus pandemic. Here
are six ideas:
1) Buy local
If possible, get out to
your local farmers market
or butcher for your grocery
shopping. Farmers market
vendors often use less
packaging and you can ask
your butcher to wrap your
meat in wax paper instead
of plastic. Shopping local is
also a great way to support
your community.
2) Swap your cleaning
tools
The leading spray mop
uses single-use plastic
pads. One greener choice,
the O-Cedar ProMist MAX
Microfiber Spray Mop features a reusable, machine
washable microfiber pad
and a refillable bottle to cut
down on plastic waste
while removing over 99%
of E. coli and Staph. aureus
from pre-finished hardwood flooring and ceramic
tile using tap water, as
tested at an independent
accredited lab.
3) Plate over bowl, bowl
over plate
If you're doing more
cooking at home, you're
likely finding yourself with
leftovers. Ditch the plastic
wrap and use your dishes
as an easy, inexpensive
food storage solution.
To do this, place a plate
or saucer over a bowl to
cover its contents or, alternatively, flip any size bowl
over leftovers on a plate.
It's a simple solution using
what you already have.
You'll be protecting your
food from drying out in the
fridge while eliminating
your plastic waste.
4) DIY cleaning solutions
With all the extra cleaning you're doing around
the house, buying cleaning
solutions in disposable
bottles for your home can
be expensive and result in
additional plastic waste.
The average household
goes through 18 bottles a
year of cleaning solution
when using the leading
disposable spray mop.
(Calculated using consumer consumption data
found in Linkage Research
Report: Spray Mop Habits &
Practices Study (March 10,
2020.) Instead use a refil-

lable bottle and make your
own cleaning solution
using water and your
choice of vinegar or castile
soap.
5) Wear a cloth mask
Safety guidelines make it
difficult to go anywhere
without wearing a face covering. But the popularity of
disposable face masks has
impacted the amount of
plastic in the waste stream,
according to a report by
the Los Angeles Times. Do
your part by opting to wear
reusable, cloth masks - you
can find them just about
anywhere these days.
6) Avoid plastic where

you can
When you’re ordering
takeout, be sure to ask the
restaurant to leave out any
extra disposable materials.
For example, let them
know you don’t need disposable silverware. And although most coffee shops
and cafes aren’t accepting
reusable drink containers,
you can still bring your
own reusable straw.
These tips make it easier
to do your part in reducing
plastic waste. For more information,
visit
https://ocedar.com/swapyour-mop/.
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Classifieds

To Place An Ad:

Call 704-376-0496

Classified Deadline: Monday at noon, prior to Thursday’s edition

HEALTH SERVICES

INSURANCE

ATTENTION DIABETICS! Save money on your diabetic
supplies! Convenient home shipping for monitors, test
strips, insulin pumps, catheters and more! To learn
more, call now! 855-667-9944

Guaranteed Life Insurance! (Ages 50 to 80). No
medical exam. Affordable premiums never increase.
Benefits never decrease. Policy will only be cancelled
for non-payment. 833-380-1218

DIAGNOSED WITH LUNG CANCER? You may qualify
for a substantial cash award - even with smoking
history. NO obligation! We've recovered millions. Let us
High-Speed Internet. We instantly compare speed,
help!! Call 24/7, 844-641-0129
pricing, availability to find the best service for your
Denied Social Security Disability? Appeal! If you're needs. Starting at $39.99/month! Quickly compare
50+, filed SSD and denied, our attorneys can help! Win offers from top providers. Call 1-866-925-1505
or Pay Nothing! Strong, recent work history needed.
877-553-0252 [Steppacher Law Offices LLC Principal
Office: 224 Adams Ave Scranton PA 18503]

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE Shipping & 33% OFF
*

Rich In
Vitamin C

INTERNET

JOBS WANTED

DENTAL INSURANCE from Physicians Mutual Insurance
Company. Coverage for [350+ ] procedures. Real
dental insurance - NOT just a discount plan. [Don’t
wait!] Call now! Get your FREE Dental Information Kit
with all the details! Call 1-844-496-8601 for details.
www.dental50plus.com/ncpress 6118-0219

EMPLOYMENT

Fayetteville Technical Community College is now
accepting applications for the following positions:
Military/ Veterans Services Specialist. Instructional Lab
Technician- Computer Integrated Machining. Career
Coach (Grant-Funded). Part-time Baseball Coach.
Part-time Softball Coach. Please visit our employment
portal
at:
https://faytechcc.peopleadmin.com/Human
Resources Office Phone: (910) 678-7342 Internet:
http://www.faytechcc.edu . An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Heart Math Tutoring is an education nonprofit that is
hiring a Development Director. This full-time role is
responsible for providing leadership, building
relationships, and sustaining a culture of philanthropy
to help support Heart’s mission. Please visit COMPUTER & IT TRAINING PROGRAM! Train ONLINE to
hearttutoring.org/team for more information and how get the skills to become a Computer & Help Desk
Professional now! Grants and Scholarships available
to apply!
for certain programs for qualified applicants. Call CTI
Corning Optical Communications LLC (Charlotte, NC) for details! Call 833-990-0354. (M-F 8am-6pm ET)

MEDICAL SERVICES

seeks Sales Engineer, South Florida and Caribbean.
Responsible for maximizing sales of Corning Optical
Communications (COC) products in South Florida &
the Caribbean region; developing & executing
territory sales plan focused on delivering network
solutions that leverage COC's comprehensive
capabilities; meeting or exceeding sales budgets for
assigned products; generating a preference for COC
products over those of competitors through a
balanced mix of sales calls to end users, contractors,
cable assembly houses, distributors & consultants;
managing Network Preferred Installer Contractor &
Consultant Elite Advantage programs to maximum
efficiency; coordinating sales calls with primary
distributor representatives to increase sales
penetration; providing ongoing training to distributors
to assist them in effectively selling COC product
solutions; providing timely call reports & meeting
summaries for face-to-face and telephone
conferences; & developing & maintaining a Territory
Opportunity Board for projects over $25,000. Work-athome benefit available in South Florida. Position
requires 50% domestic and 25% international travel
(Caribbean). Requires Bachelor’s degree in
engineering (any discipline) or related field (e.g.
Computer Science) + 4 years of technical sales
experience in the telecommunications industry to the
enterprise/private markets. Must include: 3 years of
experience using Salesforce.com to create &
maintain a project pipeline & forecast, manage
accounts & contacts, & log sales calls; and 3 years of
experience selling telecommunications & fiber optic
products to distributors in the enterprise/private
markets, including conducting joint sales calls,
developing pricing strategies & quotes, & conducting
inventory reviews. Send resume to Karen Clarkson at
careers@corning.com or by mail to One Riverfront
Plaza, Corning, NY 14831. Please reference “00782” in
e mail or cover letter.
SVP/Software Engineer III sought by Bank of America
N.A. to design & develop Android apps & libraries
using Android Studio. Work w/ Product Owner to
ensure that product backlog/reqts are healthy, w/
clear acceptance criteria. Reqs: Master's degree or
equiv. & 2 yrs exp. creating effective android
technical documentation for features , wireframes &
design artifacts that can be utilized by both
technical and non-technical business partners for
app development; Consuming REST services from
backend services to display & submitting data. Job
Site: Charlotte, NC. Ref#5144239 & submit resume to
Bank of America N.A. 1114 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036. No phone calls or emails. EOE.
VP; Programmer Prof MKTS sought by Bank of
America N.A. to partner with business stakeholders to
define program & project scope, objectives &
success criteria & then identify, document & prioritize
functional business & regulatory reqs. Design
workflows & business processes aligned w/ the
business & regulatory reqs. Reqs: Bach degree or
equiv. & 5 yrs exp. in: Working in the financial risk
mgmnt industry; Analyzing & testing business
processes; Working w; database tech incl. SQL & big
data analytics platforms. 10% domestic travel, as
nec. Job Site: Charlotte, NC. Ref#4778567 & submit
resume to Bank of America N.A. 1114 Avenue of the
Americas New York, NY 10036. No phone calls or
emails. EOE.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
Eliminate gutter cleaning forever!

MISC FOR SALE
COMPUTER ISSUES? GEEKS ON SITE provides FREE
diagnosis REMOTELY 24/7 SERVICE DURING COVID19.
No home visit necessary. $40 OFF with coupon 86407!
Restrictions apply. 844-401-1673
Stay in your home longer with an American Standard
Walk-In Bathtub. Receive up to $1,500 off, including a
free toilet, and a lifetime warranty on the tub and
installation! Call us at 1-855-393-3307 or visit
www.walkintubquote.com/nc
DISH Network $59.99 For 190 Channels! Add High
Speed Internet for ONLY $19.95/month. Call Today for
$100 Gift Card! Best Value & Technology. FREE
Installation. Call 1-877-920-7405 (some restrictions
apply)
OXYGEN - Anytime. Anywhere. No tanks to refill. No
deliveries. The All-New Inogen One G4 is only 2.8
pounds! FAA approved! FREE info kit: 888-912-3728

MISCELLANEOUS
Applying for Social Security Disability or Appealing a
Denied Claim? Call Bill Gordon & Assoc., Social
Security Disability Attorneys, 1-888-989-4947! FREE
Consultations. Local Attorneys Nationwide [Mail: 2420
N St NW, Washington DC. Office: Broward Co. FL
(TX/NM Bar.)]
ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered “to-the-door"
Omaha Steaks! Get 4 FREE Pork Chops and 4 FREE
CHICKEN BREAST. Order the Omaha Steaks Classic ONLY $129.99. Call 1-855-247-9392 and use code
66762NYG or visit www.omahasteaks.com/dinner547
Donate your car, truck or van. Help veterans find jobs
or start a business. Call Patriotic Hearts Foundation.
Fast, FREE pick-up. Max tax-deduction. Operators are
standing by! Call 1-866-955-1516
BATHROOM RENOVATIONS. EASY, ONE DAY updates!
We specialize in safe bathing. Grab bars, no slip
flooring & seated showers. Call for a free in-home
consultation: 877-898-3840
Life Alert. 24/7. One press of a button sends help FAST!
Medical, Fire, Burglar. Even if you can't reach a
phone! FREE Brochure. CALL 844-902-2362
INVENTORS - FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE. Have your
product idea developed affordably by the Research
&
Development
pros
and
presented
to
manufacturers. Call 1-844-348-2206 for a Free Idea
Starter Guide. Submit your idea for a free consultation.
Become a Published Author. We want to Read Your
Book! Dorrance Publishing-Trusted by Authors Since
1920. Book manuscript submissions currently being
reviewed. Comprehensive Services: Consultation,
Production, Promotion and Distribution. Call for Your
Free Author`s Guide 1-888-575-3018 or visit
http://dorranceinfo.com/press
A-1 DONATE YOUR CAR, RUNNING OR NOT!! FAST FREE
PICKUP. Maximum tax deduction. Support United
Breast Cancer Fdn programs. Your car donation
could save a life. 888-641-9690

LeafFilter, the most advanced debris-blocking gutter
protection. Schedule a FREE LeafFilter estimate today. AT&T TV - The Best of Live & On-Demand. Anytime,
15% off Entire Purchase. 10% Senior & Military anywhere. Some restrictions apply. Call IVS 1-855-5489839
Discounts. Call 1-877-649-1190

Mixed Fruit Medley
WAS $29.99

19

$

NOW ONLY

99

1-877-648-1440
Visit PittmanDavis.com/MN122
Only $19.99 (reg. $29.99), plus FREE Shipping.* Satisfaction completely guaranteed.
Order by December 17, 2020 for GUARANTEED Christmas delivery. IC: PNVH-N122
* Free standard shipping to the 48 contiguous states.

TIMESHARE
Wesley Financial Group, LLC. Timeshare Cancellation
Experts. Over $50,000,000 in timeshare debt and fees
cancelled in 2019. Get free informational package
and learn how to get rid of your timeshare! Free
consultations. Over 450 positive reviews. Call 844-2136711
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Foundation
grants help
creatives
By Ashley Mahoney
ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Please see JAZZARTS | 6B

Sarah Cooper:
From TikTok
star to her own
Netflix special
By Amanda Lee Myers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — The video couldn’t
have been simpler: A woman in her
apartment, lip-syncing audio of President Donald Trump as he expounded
on possible coronavirus treatments.
“We hit the body with a tremendous
— whether it’s ultraviolet or just very
powerful light,” Trump said at the time.
“I see the disinfectant where it knocks
it out in a minute. One minute. And is
there a way we can do something like
that by injection inside or almost a
cleaning?”
Comedian Sarah Cooper lip-synced
the president and demonstrated “injecting” herself with a cleaning spray, posting the 49-second video, “How to
Medical,” on TikTok in April. A mere
four months later Cooper was filming
her own hour-long Netflix special alongside anyone’s dream guest stars: Helen
Mirren, Marisa Tomei, Ben Stiller, Jon
Hamm, Winona Ryder, Jane Lynch, Fred
Armisen and Maya Rudolph.
“Six months ago I was in my living
room making a TikTok,” Cooper recently told The Associated Press, which
is naming her one of its Breakthrough
Entertainers of 2020. “And then I’m on
a golf course with, like, a dolly shot and
a crew. And I’m lip-syncing the same
guy that I’ve been lip-syncing, but I’m
doing it in a whole different scale. And
so at that moment, I had that moment
of like, ‘Wow, this happened fast.’ You
know? Like, breakneck speed.”
There’ve been so many pinch-me moments since Cooper’s first TikTok that
she’s lost track. But she’ll never forget
the feeling of having made it when she
saw Jerry Seinfeld talking about why her
videos were funny in an interview.
“The reason this is funny is because
she doesn’t think she’s being funny,”
Seinfeld said. “When you think you’re
being funny, that’s less funny for us as
the audience. When you’re being dead
serious, that’s funnier. You don’t see
Please see SARAH | 6B

CHILDREN’S THEATER OF CHARLOTTE

“GRIMMZ,” a hip-hop re-telling of classic children’s tales, returns to Children’s Theatre of Charlotte through Broadway
on Demand.

Re-imagining fairy
tales with hip-hop
After pandemic-induced postponement, ‘GRIMMZ’ returns at CTC
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

Hip-hop returns to center stage at
Children’s Theatre of Charlotte.
CTC kicked off its 73rd season in
December with “The Velveteen Rabbit” and preparing for “GRIMMZ Fairy
Tales,” the second of their four-show
season.
CTC’s virtual season includes performances by actors from the theatre’s resident touring company.
Shows are professionally filmed and
available to viewers through Broadway On Demand’s streaming service.
Viewers have the choice between
purchasing tickets to the entire season, or to a specific show. Digital
content regarding cast and creative
team bios, as well as behind the
scenes content is also part of the virtual season.
“GRIMMZ” spins classic fairytales
to hip-hop and is intended for children age seven and up. It was cocreated by actors Ron Lee McGill and
Rahsheem Shabazz and director
Christopher Parks, who began working on the concept in 2018. Shabazz
and McGill respectively play hip-hop
stars Jay and Will Grimmz.
The Granny — not Grammy —
Award is the coveted prize in this
world, of which the duo have nine
and one Great Granny award. Instead
of “Snow White and the Seven
Dwarves” it is “Snow White and
Seven Shawties.” A similar twist ex-

“

tends to “Down with Rapunzel,”
“Hanzel & Gretel: Lost in the Hood”
and “Break, Cinderella, Break!”
“With hip-hop, the genre cannot be
a monolith into, ‘hey, this isn’t for
kids’ ears,’ because these are rhymes
we are talking about,” McGill said.
“They are nursery rhymes that have
grown into this complex genre, and
yes, this was bred off of misfortune
in a lot of ways, which is where this
music comes from, but through that
it is once again going back to that
beauty in the midst of misfortune.
These are grim situations, grim
stories with crazy, insurmountable
odds, but there is a beauty in that,
too.
“I really hope that we continue to
work toward having this subject
matter explained in such a way to let
kids know that, ‘hey, this stuff
happens, but you are surrounded by
love—there are good things in the
world.’ That is a truth that I continuously want to pursue in this work
that we do.”
“GRIMMZ” originally premiered at
CTC earlier this year, but then the
COVID-19 pandemic hit.
“We were just about to walk into
sold out performances, an extended
week by popular demand, and right
as that Friday was coming of those
sold out performances, they were
like, ‘we are going to postpone until
Monday. We are going to postpone
until Friday. We are never coming

back,’” Parks said. “We were thrilled
to be able to come back.”
The world has changed since
“GRIMMZ” first took the stage. The
pandemic still encompasses the
planet. Civil unrest spread across the
nation as the ramifications of systemic racism became impossible to
ignore and renewed cries of “Black
Lives Matter” rang out.
“When it all came down to it, we determined that the subject
matter itself deserved
an amount of reOn The Net
spect and attention
that may have been http://bit.ly/CT
too large for what C-2021-public
we needed to do in
this space right here,”
McGill said.
For McGill and Shabazz, the mission is for children of color to see
themselves in theater.
“In these times, and I was feeling
this way before the pandemic and
before the protests, about how it important it is for our representation to
be into play, and how important it is
for our authenticity to be into play,”
McGill said.
Shabazz recalled going to see “The
Lion King” in the 1990s, and how seeing someone on stage who looked
like him provided hope for what he
could pursue.
“To be honest, I think that is what
people are looking for—hope,” Shabazz said.

To be honest, I think that is what people are looking for –
hope.

“

Knight Foundation funding offers
hope to local cultural organizations.
COVID-19 forced arts organizations
and cultural institutions to make an aggressive digital shift during 2020 in
order to continue to serve people in a
physically distanced manner. Five organizations will receive $2.1 million
from the Knight Foundation in order to
continue to make the most of digital opportunities to engage and build on their
audience.
The organizations are the Harvey B.
Gantt Center for African-American Arts
+ Culture, JazzArts Charlotte, Levine
Museum of the New South, the Queen
City New Play Initiative and Que-OS.
“It offers us hope for a better future
for our organization,” JazzArts Cofounder, CEO and President Lonnie
Davis said. “We are very lucky that we
have not had to lay off any of our staff
up to this point. The Knight Foundation
grant provides hope for us to get closer
to our long term goals.”
JazzArts Charlotte received $250,000
of the $2.1 million investment. The
funding will go toward expanding the
JazzArts Charlotte staff, with a focus on
a tech and digital media producer position—the title of the role is subject to
change.
It will allow the organization to increase its digital strategy, while also exploring new digital programming
opportunities. The organization employs a combination of five staff
members who are both full
and part-time.
“It is certainly techOn The Net
nology based, but it is
www.thejazz- also capacity buildarts.org
ing,” Davis said “That
is something many
other
organizations
would love to have at this
time, especially in a time of uncertainty
with all the new challenges.”
The ultimate goal is to become a key
arts organization in the region, not only
in terms of entertainment, but with regards to education, which is a key pillar
in JazzArts Charlotte. The JazzArts
Charlotte Academy has provided jazz
training to over 50,000 K-12 students
since 2011, with 38% of them coming

‘GRIMMZ’ co-creator RAHSHEEM SHABAZZ

Harvey B. Gantt Center focuses on digital future
By Ashley Mahoney

ashley.mahoney@thecharlottepost.com

The Harvey B. Gantt Center for African-American Arts + Culture is focusing
on the digital frontier.
It is one of five cultural organizations
to receive part of $2.1 million in grant
funding from the Knight Foundation,
which is designed to help with the digital push amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Gantt Center received $1 million.
Other recipients include: JazzArts
Charlotte ($250,000) , Levine Museum
of the New South ($600,000), Queen
City New Play Initiative ($100,000) and
Que-OS ($200,000).
“It’s very significant for the organization,” Gantt Center President and CEO
David Taylor said. “I personally believe
the digital frontier is the new frontier,
particularly for arts organizations such
as us. In many ways it becomes kind of
the great equalizer in terms of our ability to reach and build audiences and
deliver our programs and give people
an opportunity to connect with us, but
also it gives people an opportunity
when they are on site to experience enhanced ways of experiencing the work
when they are at the Gantt Center.
“Being able to build a digital studio
will be really important as part of the
experience. We are really excited about
and thankful for the grant.”
The Gantt Center made a hard shift to
digital during the pandemic, building
an active following on its YouTube
channel through the livestreamed “Unmasked” series. The center utilized digital media to inform the Black
community about the outbreak’s impact on African Americans, who have
been hit harder by the disease economically and physically.
The organization adopted a similar
approach when civil unrest spread across Charlotte over the summer in re-

FILE PHOTO

The Harvey B. Gantt Center for African-American Arts + Culture earned a $1 million grant
from the Knight Foundation for digital initiatives.
sponse to police brutality and social injustice. Then the Gantt Center reopened to the public in October with
limited capacity. Charlotte native Sophia Matthews Partlow joined the team
on Dec. 1 as vice president of communications and technology innovation, where she will be responsible for
helping the organization broaden its
reach as a community, corporate and
educational space.
Knight Foundation funding will be directed toward the Gantt Center’s “Initiative for Equity + Innovation,” a
strategy introduced in 2018 to address
racial equality through arts activism. It
will also allow the organization to add
more staff to enhance digital experiences, virtual exhibitions and family
programing.
The Gantt Center has 13 full-time employees and has not had to furlough

anyone.
“It’s our ability to stay connected
with our community,” Taylor said.
“Seeking new ways to continue to be of
value to our community has been exciting and rewarding as an organization. We get feedback all the time about
how much people appreciate the work
we are doing, and that is really, really
good to hear. Our goal now with this
grant is to accelerate that kind of work,
which we will be working on over the
next three-four years. It allows us to
really make a statement about what we
have learned through COVID-19. We do
not have to abandon the good things
that we learned—the good things we
learned about reaching our audience
that allowed us to tear down the walls
of our building and reach out well beyond the walls. We already had a
Please see HARVEY | 6B
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JazzArts Charlotte
earns $250K grant
Continued from page 5B

from low income communities. They
have also partnered with over 60
schools in the area.
“We want to broadly
expand our academy
and the number of
On The Net
students served,
https://charity.go- the number of
fundme.com/o/en performances—
/campaign/jazzwe have very auarts-charlotte
dacious goals for
the organization
over the long term,”
Davis said.
While the infusion from the Knight
Foundation helps, the organization
continues to rely on individual do-

nors. They held a free virtual benefit
concert on Dec. 18 entitled the “Jazz
Room: Holiday Edition,” with a fundraising goal of $15,000. They raised
$13,695 as of Dec. 21.
“This is our big fundraising event,”
Davis said. “It is important that all of
our donors and supporters realize
that their previous support put us in
a position to be able to receive a grant
like what we received from the Knight
Foundation. We certainly need their
continued support, because although
the Knight Foundation grant will do a
lot for us in building and enhancing
the work we are doing, there are other
needs of the organization.”

DANIEL COSTON

Tanya Parks and Jamie Moten enjoyed the Charlotte Seen holiday fashion show, held at Lake
Wylie Shore Club on Dec. 19.

MATT LICARI | THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sarah Cooper poses for a portrait in the Brooklyn borough of New York, on Nov. 9. Cooper has been
named one of The Associated Press' Breakthrough Entertainers of 2020.

Sarah Cooper: From TikTok star
to her very own Netflix special

Continued from page 5B
her enjoying what she’s
doing — she’s doing it because she has to do it.
That’s what’s funny.”
Rudolph said she first
saw one of Cooper’s videos
after a friend sent it to her,
“laughing hysterically, saying, ‘Isn’t this fantastic?’”
“I was just so impressed
with just the natural joy of
it,” Rudolph said. “I felt like
she just clicked into this
thing that was coming out
of her so effortlessly that it
was making all of us
laugh.”
Cooper’s Netflix special,
“Sarah Cooper: Everything’s Fine,” was the first
project for Animal Pictures,
Rudolph’s new production
company that she started
with actor Natasha Lyonne,
known for her work in
“Russian Doll” and “Orange Is the New Black.”
“I was just like, ’Who is
this person? This is exactly
articulating why everything is so insane,” Lyonne
said of the first time she
saw “How to Medical.” “It
just resonated much harder than somebody being
like, ‘Is he crazy or what?’”
Rudolph and Lyonne said
green-lighting
Cooper’s
special was a no-brainer.
“Sarah really epitomizes
somebody whose voice

«OUT & ABOUT

and a sense of humor and
talent we want to help
bring to the world,” Rudolph said. “She had so
much material to work
with. It was really just a
matter of helping her edit
and then helping figure out
how to bring these things
to life and using all the experience that we had.”
It was clear Cooper was
“ready for her moment,”
Lyonne said. “She knew it
was her moment and she
was not going to blow it ...
Sarah just showed up and
crushed.”
In addition to helping her
land the Netflix special,
Cooper’s lip-syncing videos renewed interest in
the books she’s written,
“100 Tricks to Appear
Smart in Meetings” and
“How to Be Successful
Without Hurting Men’s
Feelings.” The latter is
being turned into a sitcom
for CBS, which Cooper is
currently writing with
Cindy Chupack (“Sex and
the City” and “Modern
Family”).
All that success may appear to have happened
overnight for Cooper, but
the 42-year-old has been
working on her comedy for
years, even during her career in tech (She worked at
Yahoo! and Google before

quitting in 2014).
“Those videos have
turned into the thing that I
wanted to do this whole
time, which is write TV and
create characters and tell
stories,” Cooper said. “I’m
actually getting to do the
thing that I’ve been wanting to do this whole time
since I quit Google.”
Now that Trump is on his
way out of the Oval Office
and her career is taking off,
Cooper says the lip-syncing videos will be something she does “just for fun
every once in a while.”
“Looking back in my career, I evolve. I want to do
something different. And
the second anything gets
kind of stale, I don’t really
want to do it anymore,”
she said.
As for her success, it’s
something she’s still processing.
“I’ve been keeping a journal just to write down, like,
‘Well this happened today.
I talked to Ben Stiller
today.’ You know, because
it’s just so hard to comprehend,” she said. “I think it’s
something that in a few
years, I’ll be able to look
back and be like, ‘Wow,
that all happened really
fast.’”

PHOTOS BY DANIEL COSTON | FOR THE CHARLOTTE POST

The Black Child Development Institute of Charlotte held a book drive at Reedy Creek Elementary School on Dec. 15, to help students catch up on their reading over the holidays.

Twitter

Harvey B. Gantt Center focuses
on digital future with grant funds
Continued from page 5B
strategy about Gantt beyond the walls, but we have
been able to execute that at
a high level, for the simple
reason of we had no other
choice. We were able to ac-

celerate that strategy
1 for the holidays,
and take away some
and will return to
best practices and
normal hours on
On The Net
some failures along www.ganttcen Jan. 2.
the way.”
ter.org
The Gantt Center
is closed through Jan.

«MOVIE REVIEW

DISNEY

Jamie Foxx voices the character Joe Gardner in Disney’s “Soul,” now streaming on Disney +.

Foxx, Fey turn ‘Soul’ into
a heartwarming experience
By Dwight Brown
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER
PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

Passing the love of jazz
on to a younger generation
cloaked in the sweetness of
an animated movie is a genius move. It’s a bit jarring.
A New York City middle
school band is murdering
the Disney song “When
You Wish Upon a Star.” By
the time they’re through,
you’d wish a dream-fulfilling star had given you earplugs.
Still, they continue, inspired by their very patient
music teacher Joe Gardner
(Jamie Foxx). Jazz is the
reason their instructor
loves music, no matter
how screechy the band
gets. When Joe sits down to
play the piano, he improvises like Keith Jarrett,
playing with abandonment
and using the melody as a
starting point.
Though he dreams of a
professional career, reality
outweighs his ambition.
He’s a grown man still living with his mom (Phylicia
Rashad), barely eking out a
living. Then one day he
gets a tip that saxophone
great Dorothea Williams

Follow The Post on social media

(Angela Bassett) is looking
for someone to tickle the
ivories in her jazz quartet,
and he scores an audition.
Could things be going
Joe’s way? They are until
the day he walks across the
street and falls down a
manhole. He doesn’t exactly die and go to “The
Great Beyond.” Instead, he
is marooned in “The Great
Before,” a place where personalities/souls are assembled and dispersed to
those who will be born.
This way-station realm is
run by ghostly creatures,
many of whom are called
“Jerry.” Joe wants out. His
ticket back to real life may
be a disgruntled and pessimistic infant soul named
No. 22 (Tina Fey, “30
Rock”). Partnership made
in heaven? Not exactly.
The scenes that take
place on earth in New York
capture the city’s essence.
Noise, subways, cramped
streets, neighborhood barbershops (Black men socializing in the most
warmhearted ways)... The
Half Note Club, where Williams’ quartet plays, may
be the peak of NYC imagery.

After Foxx won an Oscar
for “Ray,” the roles he
picked never truly exploited his talent. Oddly,
with just his voice and personality, Foxx shines a lot
brighter, like a kid in a
candy store, as he gives Joe
verve. Ambitious, optimistic, vulnerable; his energy
is infectious. Also, Tina Fey
is on fire as the little wisp
struggling to find her humanity and needing Joe as
her guide. Foxx and Fey are
symbiotic, especially as
their personae crosspollinate. It’s a bond that is surprisingly heartwarming.
For added attraction,
viewers will have fun figuring out which cast
members supplied the
voices of the various characters. Sit down. Pop some
popcorn. Make this an intergenerational event for
grandparents, adults and
kids, and no one will be
disappointed. Though parents beware, you may need
to explain the meaning of
birth, life and death to your
offspring. It won’t be as
tough as the birds and bees
conversation, but…
Streaming now on Disney+.
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